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Abstract Space Time Coding has been by now well documented as an attractive means of achieving high data rate transmissions with high quality of service, provided that the underlying channels can be accounted for. We propose in this paper a (semi-)blind channel estimation algorithm that is suitable for space time (ST) block precoded transmissions over frequencyselective channels. We show that multi-channel identifiability is guaranteed up to only one scalar ambiguity regardless of channel zero locations. Simulation results illustrate that the proposed algorithm is capable of tracking slow channel variations.



1. Introduction New applications such as high speed Internet access or wireless digital television call for very high data rate transmissions. Using multiple antennas both at the transmitter and at the receiver has recently been shown to increase the channel capacity by an order of magnitude or more [6] and thus appears as an appealing solution for future wireless communications. In order to provide diversity and coding gains over single antenna transmissions, many Space-Time Coding (STC) schemes relying on appropriate signal processing have recently been proposed (see [7] and references cited therein). For most STC approaches, channel knowledge is indispensable at the receiver to decode the transmitted signal and specific multi-channel estimation algorithms are needed. Traditionally, known training symbols are transmitted periodically and thus the receiver can deduce the multiple channel responses. However, training sequences consume bandwidth and thus incur spectral efficiency losses especially in rapidly varying environments. For this reason, a plethora of blind channel estimation methods have been proposed in various ST uncoded contexts. However, only few works have been reported so far on channel estimation by capitalizing on the specific properties of STC. Relying on nonredundant precoding, a blind channel identification and equalization algorithm was
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proposed in [2] for OFDM-based multiple-antenna systems using cyclostationary statistics. For ST-OFDM (i.e., OFDM with Alamouti’s ST encoding [1] over each subcarrier), a deterministic constant modulus blind channel estimator was proposed in [5], which can identify the channels deterministically if the channels are coprime (no common zeros) and the transmitted signals have constant-modulus. Here, we build on the ST-OFDM approach of [5] and derive a blind channel identification algorithm for frequencyselective Finite Impulse Response (FIR) channels. Based on a subspace approach, this algorithm possesses three attractive features: i) it can be applied to arbitrary signal constellations; ii) by proper system design, it guarantees channel identifiability regardless of channel zero locations; and iii) it can identify multiple channels up to a scalar ambiguity only. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the system model and defines notations; Section 3 details the proposed algorithm; Section 4 addresses identifiability issues. Finally, Section 5 presents simulation results, while Section 6 gathers conclusions.
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System Description



Figure 1 depicts the wireless system considered in this paper, where the ST transceiver is equipped with two transmit antennas and one receive antenna. It is very close to the counterpart of [1] for FIR channels that was originally derived in [4]. The information symbols are grouped into blocks  of size   . Two different linear block precoders, one for odd block indices  and one for even indices  , described by the tall  matrices  and  are used to add redundancy. The corresponding  precoded blocks      and     !    are fed to the ST encoder " $# . As reported in [4], the redundancy introduced by these block precoders facilitates ISI elimination and symbol recovery regardless of the underlying frequencyselective FIR channels. The purpose of this paper is to show that redundant precoding also enables blind identification of the multiple channels. The ST  encoder takes as input two consecutive precoded blocks,   and  !  , to output
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Figure 1. ST transceiver model the following ,- code matrix ( . stands for conjugation): /10   0  2  / 5  6  .  7  0    0   2 43   2     398   







. where each block column is 0 transmitted 0 over successive time intervals with the blocks   and   sent through transmit-antennas 1 and 2, respectively. Note that without blocking (   ) this code matrix is the same as the well known Alamouti’s block STC [1]. We assume in what follows that the channels are frequency-selective and that their equivalent effect in discrete time is an FIR tap-delay line filter with channel impulse response := ? ; A@ 8CBDBDB8 ? ; AEGF , H  8 , where E is the channel order. Moreover, we assume that an OFDM modulator at the transmitter together with the corresponding demodulator at the receiver has been used to convert the FIR channels to a set of parallel flat faded subchannels (see e.g., [9] for details). Let IJ and I- be the diagonal matrices corresponding = K ; 1@ K  6 to the subchannel attenuations: I-;  diag BCBDB ;   GF , where K ; 1LMNPORSUQ TWV ? ; 1X1ZY5[]\ _^ S ;a`cb . Considering two 0 0 successive received blocks: d 0  and d 0   , let us dee A and e  as: d e gP= dh Zi 8 dj ! GFki and fine df 5e l P=  $i mif ! 4Fni , where j denotes Hermitian 8 e  be the noise added to the the noisetranspose. Let also op h d A     free version of e , that is denoted by qr e A . The received h d      noisy block e can then be expressed as:



df e Af t I s $ 5e A op e A (1) vu 5e A op     w   f q e A p o e  e 8 where I 8 sx$ 8 u are defined as: / / I  I   zy  u> IJs $  Z   I  s B y I . 6 I . 398   3l8 Assuming that channel matrices I  and I  are available at the receiver, it is possible to demodulate with diversity gains by a simple matrix multiplication: / V y I   {|e 5 I j dh e m I j o e  e  (2) y I V   3



where I V  I V . I  I . I  . Observing that I V     €^‚� b [ $ƒ `€b   F , we diag = O ; T ~} K ; AYD\  } 8CBDBCB�8 O ; T ~} K ; AYD\ } infer that diversity advantage of order two has been achieved. We also deduce from (2) that the zero-forcing recovery of e  from {„e  in the noiseless case requires the matrices I V  ; , H  8 , to be full column rank. Since I V has at most E zero diagonal entries, this full rank condition can be assured if we adopt the following design conditions on the block lengths and the linear precoders [9]: a1) †… ‡E ; a2) !; 8 Hˆt‰ 8 ,Š 8 is designed so that any  rows of ; are linearly independent. We show next that these conditions enable (even blind) multichannel identification regardless of their zero locations.
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Blind multichannel estimation



We will start from the noiseless vectors qr e  , since we are concerned with channel identifiability questions first.  To estimate the channels ‰‹: ; Š ; T  (or equivalently u in (1)), the receiver collects Œ blocks of qh e  to a ‚-Œ ma �  = f q 1   @  f q  6 G  F e



and forms �!Ž�� jŽ  trix �Ž 8DBDBCBW8 e Œ u’‘ Ž ‘Wj u j , where ‘ Ž  = e A@ 5 GF 8DBCBDB“8 e Œ . At the Ž receiver-end, we also select the number of blocks: a3) Œ Z” 5  to be large enough so that ‘ Ž ‘“jŽ has full rank 5 . Condition a3) is known as the “persistence of excitation” assumption and is usually satisfied for values of Œ comparable to • . Under a1) and a2), matrix u has always full column j uz = – 9—’I V F sx$ where — stands for rank. Indeed, I the Kronecker product and –  denotes a ˜J identity matrix. Since I V has at most E zero diagonal entries, each matrix I V ; has full column rank because any  rows of  ; are linearly independent. Thus I j u has full column rank and hence u is also full column rank since any matrix pre-multiplication can only reduce the rank. Therefore, together with a3), we have rank  � Ž � jŽ  5 and the range space ™  �Žl� jŽ g ™ ku . Thus, the nullity of �Ž9� jŽ is šW � Ž � j r ‚ 6 • . Further, the eigen decomposition Ž
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� is a diagonal matrix of size 5¢ 5 with nonwhere  zeros diagonal entries, yields the ,†  , 6 5  matrix œ whose columns span the null space £  � Ž � jŽ  . Because the latter is orthogonal to ™  �!Ž9� jŽ ¤ ™ ku’ , it follows that ¥  j¦ u> y i L = 6 • F , where ¥  ¦ denotes the L th m §,€¨ , ˆ 8 , column of œ .  ¦ Let now split the vector ¥ to its upper and lower parts ¥ ¦ us© i ¦ ¦ i =4ª¥ ¥ Fki ª¥ ¦ ¥ e ¦ are v vectors. as:   «= K 8 e AYD\ V , whereK 1Y�\ and €^‚� b [ Zƒ `cb 4Fni and let ¬ A 
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